59% of Under-35 Auto Service Customers Want Communications Via Mobile Apps
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Over a third of consumers are open to receiving communications from their automotive service providers via every
platform. Not surprisingly, email and mail are the top channels preferred with more than 4 in 5 welcoming these
methods of contact, and a solid majority wants communications via these channels at minimum every 2-3 months. It’s
critical to note that while consumers may be open to recorded calls and texts, businesses must be cautious when
implementing these channels, given the rise in litigation and changes in the regulatory landscape.
While the percentages of those under 35 and over 35 desiring mail, email and calls are on par, those under 35 are
roughly 2.5 times more open to mobile app notifications and almost twice as likely to desire text messages. In addition,
across each platform, the under-35 customer desires more frequent communications (more than once every 2-3 months).
Mobile App Usage: Although mobile apps are an emerging technology without the near-universal adoption of email or
texting, 59% of those under 35 (and 35% of all customers) welcome mobile app communications from service providers.
To contextualize this eye-opening data, the survey also captured customer usage of mobile apps overall, and the
percentage who use an app from a dealer/service provider:
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Those under 35 are roughly three times more likely to use mobile apps, use them daily, and have one from a
dealer/service provider. And, with 6 in 10 of those under 35 using mobile apps at least every two days – and 3 in 5 of
that segment welcoming service providers to reach them in this manner - mobile apps represent a uniquely powerful way
to reach the next-generation servicer where they live: on smartphones and tablets. But only a small percentage of
dealers/service providers now offer a mobile app.
The Maintenance Research Process: The survey also captured the resources service customers are using in their auto
service research process:
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